
 

 
 
 
What is DDoS? 
DDoS stands for “Distributed Denial of Service”. You’ll see the acronym used in reports about               
cyber attacks. In simple terms, a DDoS attack is an attempt by hackers to make an online                 
business or service unavailable by overwhelming it with traffic from multiple sources. Some             
hackers use DDoS attacks to silence websites they disagree with, but most commonly they are               
used to disrupt the online operations of a business.  
 
How do DDoS attacks work? 
Attackers build networks of “botnets” – infected computers or other internet-enabled devices –             
by spreading malicious software, or malware, through emails, websites and social media.            
Basically, they give them a virus which then gives hackers the opportunity to control them from a                 
distance without their owners knowing. Like a remote-controlled army, they’re used to launch             
an attack against a chosen website.  Some botnets involve millions of devices.  
 
These botnets are used to generate huge floods of traffic to overwhelm a target, like a business                 
or social media website. The target can, for example, receive more connection requests than it               
can handle, or be sent so much random data that the available bandwidth can’t cope. Normal                
business transactions simply grind to a halt.  
 
One of the most high profile DDoS events was as recent as last month, when several waves of                  
major cyber-attacks against an internet directory service knocked out dozens of popular            
websites for hours, including Twitter and Spotify. The hackers sent wave after wave of attacks               
from tens of millions of computers around the world.  
 
What impact could it have on your business? 
If your business has a website you could be vulnerable to a DDoS attack. That means if you                  
sell products or services via your website, your ability to do business is compromised. You may                
suffer a service outage if your website “goes down”. Network or website service availability is               
vital not only to transacting business and acquiring new customers in a highly competitive              
market, but attacks on a business can impact the levels of trust a customer has in an                 
organisation. If they believe a company they do business with has not protected themselves              
against hackers, they may well fear what could happen to their own data, leading to a decision                 
to take their custom elsewhere. 
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How can we help you protect yourself? 
EnterpriseRed would provide a product from Trusted Knight called Cloud-DMZ, which is            
enterprise-grade. That means it’s designed to be robust and scalable for business use, no              
matter the size. The product offers protection against DDoS attacks by actively scanning             
websites and applications, understanding their functionalities and then serving a secure,           
cloud-based replica. As it’s cloud-based, it can be provided in a fraction of the time it takes to                  
design hardware-based alternatives. We would be very happy to talk with you to understand              
your needs and evaluate whether this would be the right fit for your organisation. If so, we                 
would work to implement the solution and then continue to evaluate that it’s meeting your needs                
as your business evolves in the future. 
 
Find out more 
To find out more about how EnterpriseRed can help you protect your business against DDoS               
attacks and improve your business’ cyber-security levels, just call one of our experts to discuss               
your needs on +44 (0)203 371 9178 or email us at info@enterprisered.com and we’ll get right                
back to you - in plain English! 
 
 

 
 
About EnterpriseRed 
 
EnterpriseRed is a provider of Enterprise class cyber security solutions. Our team of consultants bring               
significant industry expertise in implementing complex IT solutions. 
 
We provide key solutions based upon market leading products to help organisations counter the ever               
present threat of cyber crime.  
 
Solutions offered include Trusted Knight’s DDoS prevention capabilities, Check Point’s Network security            
products, Blackberry’s new BES/Good EMM software suites, Watchdox by Blackberry secure document            
and email (EFSS) capabilities, CyberInc’s ISLA Malware Isolation System and others.  
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